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Weekly Recipe: March 21, 2012
Spreading the Good News

FACEBOOK
1.  Who will be in charge of your 
facebook? _________________
Make sure they can check it daily.
Make sure they use it personally.

2. How many times will you post per 
week?  _______

3.  What is your plan to generate photos 3.  What is your plan to generate photos 
for your facebook page? Do you 
have a camera you carry around 
with you? Is there something you 
make or do regularly that can be 
photographed for consistent, weekly 
content?

4.  Can you somehow engage custom4.  Can you somehow engage custom-
ers to take photos and send them to 
you? Can you encourage your cus-
tomers to generate other types of 
content for you?

5.  What kind of ‘custom landing tab’ do 
you want for the page? Try to put a 
single, important sentence or link or 
piece of information there. Did you 
include a call to action to ‘like’ you?

1.  Who will be in charge of your twitter? 
_________________
Make sure they can check it often.
Make sure they communicate clearly.

2.  How many times a day will you post? ____
3.  Is there anything that comes up in your 3.  Is there anything that comes up in your 
business where immediate customer 
access can be useful?  (ie last minute 
cancellations, getting immediate 
feedback on a design, etc.)

4.  Do you know any other similar groups 4.  Do you know any other similar groups 
that you should follow to get good 
content for retweeting?

5.  Can you use a coupon code with twitter 
followers (can apply to facebook too) so 
that you can see if you’re getting actual 
customers for your efforts?

When we needed to buy a 
new butter churn, we’d ask 
our neighbors if they had 
any suggestions.

We used to ask what cut of 
meat was good that day, or 
which fruits were fresh

(if you’(if you’re smart, you still do).

Social media has brought us 
back to this recomendation 
based economy, only now 
they get based on en masse.

TWITTER

LINGO
RT @cakepdx     Retweeting CAKE’s tweet 

@cakepdx …     Talking only to CAKE 
and mutual followers

.@cakepdx …    Adding the period starts the tweet 
mentioning CAKE, but anyone can see.

#PDXDMC #PDXDMC          a hashtag is a way to track the partici-
pation of a certain keyword. 

List                       A grouping of twitter followers

Followers            Who’s following you

Following           Who you’re following on twitter


